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About 32EDU

Online Learning Simplified
32EDU is a leading market intelligence firm specializing in online
higher education and digital learning service providers. With more
than 40 years of combined experience, we pride ourselves on
providing the most comprehensive and actionable insights and data
on the market to help clients understand how higher education and
lifelong learning is evolving.
From alternative market data to consumer sentiments to trend
spotting and strategy consultation, we have the necessary
capabilities to answer whatever questions you might have. Our areas
of expertise are always growing, but we continue to provide nextgeneration insights about higher education, online program
managers (OPMs), tech bootcamps, executive education, enterprise
upskilling, and other technology service providers serving adult
learners.

Our Team
Founder & CEO

Brady Colby
Brady is the founder and CEO of 32EDU.
Brady has been researching how
universities and their edtech service
partners are innovating for more than a
decade.

COO

Melinda Colby
Melinda is the COO of 32EDU. Melinda
has spent more than 30 years working in
various areas of information technology
operations in university settings.

What we do
Alternative Data
32EDU is a leader in collecting and
disseminating alternative market data
about partnership trends between
universities and edtech companies.

Ad Hoc Projects
We can serve either as an exension of
your research team or we can be the
research team you need. Either wey,
32EDU is equipped to get answers to
your lingering higher edtech market
questions.

Strategy Consulting
Utilizing recurring meetings,
presentations, or broader reports, we
help bring your team up to speed on our
data-informed market perpectives.

The Academy
The 32EDU Academy is a first-of-kind
effort to upskill the edtech space with
certificate programs about markets of
interest.

Areas of Expertise

Tech Bootcamps

MOOCs

Executive and Continuing
Education

Online Program Managers (OPMs)

Additional higher ed
digital transformation
tech and services

